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This and the bottom two photos show the upgrade
to the Collingwood Street Bridge in Creemore, Ont.
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REFORM MCEA NOW!
RED TAPE CAUSES YEARS OF UNNECESSARY DELAY TO MUNICIPAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS
Ontario’s Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (MCEA)
process for the construction of infrastructure desperately needs to be
streamlined. It is costly, inefficient and causes unnecessary delay.
RCCAO will release a new report this spring to demonstrate, through
actual case studies, how problematic the process has become and how
urgently the MCEA system needs to be reformed.
Over the past decade, RCCAO has published independent reports which
have found duplication in the MCEA system. For example, municipalities
are required to hold separate public consultation meetings under both
Planning Act and MCEA requirements — for the same project. This kind
of red tape can delay approvals to begin construction on infrastructure
projects by an average of 27 months. This includes bridge replacements,
better storm sewers, new bike paths and other transportation improvements.
The Part II Order, or “bump-up” process, also adds months and often
years to the timeline because municipalities must wait for the Minister of
Environment, Conservation and Parks to decide on whether a local project
should be subject to a higher level of review.
One of the projects in RCCAO’s 2014 report authored by lawyer
Frank Zechner was the Collingwood Street Bridge in Creemore, Ont.
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The original one-lane bridge, built in 1913 and refurbished in 1980,
was corroding and needed replacement. The MCEA process lasted
30 months, ending in 2012, which in turn was followed by many
bump-up requests to retain the iron truss structure. Responding
to these requests added another year to the timeline. That’s almost
four years of delay to address whether a “heritage” bridge was worth
preserving, rather than dealing with environmental matters.
In early 2017, RCCAO and the Municipal Engineers Association
submitted a joint Environmental Bill of Rights application to undertake
a formal review of the legislation and MCEA processes. Earlier this year,
the Ministry announced that the review process had ended and that
instead a discussion paper on EA reform would be released this spring.
The Government of Ontario has advised that it wants to modernize
approvals. To help convince the government to take immediate action,
we want to provide further evidence of projects that have been subject
to delays and additional cost pressures as a result of the current
MCEA system to include in our spring report.

If your municipality has recent examples relating to the
cumbersome MCEA process, please email media@rccao.com.
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